Brandon’s Big, Bad
Barfday

With love to my nephew Brandon and his bouncing baby boy, Ruben—Tina Powell
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Brandon tried to be brave. He didn’t mean to be bold.
But when the last birthday present was NOT a brandnew bicycle, Brandon bawled, “Boohoo! Boohoo!”
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Brandon’s parents gave him a baseball, bat, and glove.
His big sister, Becky, gave him a book about bears.
His little brother, Bobby, gave him a box of building blocks.
But Brandon didn’t want any of those things.
All Brandon wanted was a brand-new bicycle.
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“Boohoo! Boohoo! This is such a bad birthday,” he cried.
Brandon knew he was behaving badly.
Brandon knew he was being a spoiled brat.
But Brandon didn’t care. He wanted a bicycle.
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Brandon’s big sister, Becky, tried to make Brandon feel better.
“You can have my old bike,” she offered.
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Brandon barked back, “That’s bonkers!
Your bike is as bad as my baby bike!
It’s blotchy brown and blue!
It has no water bottle! The bell is broken, too!”
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Brandon’s parents couldn’t believe Brandon’s bad manners.
“You should be thankful!” they bellowed. “You should be
grateful!” they bemoaned.
“Your little brother, Bobby, doesn’t even have a tricycle!”
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Brandon was banished to his bedroom with no breakfast.
“This is the barfiest birthday ever! This is nothing but a big,
bad barfday!” Brandon bewailed.
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Brandon boohooed and boohooed in his bedroom.
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But before too long, Brandon discovered that boohooing
can be very boring.
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By chance, Brandon looked over at his bedside table.
There he saw his bumblebee bank.
Suddenly, Brandon had the best idea ever. He grabbed
the bank and bounced on his bed with Bobby.
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